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Bangladesh's banking sector, economy steeped in default loans poses

The current vulnerable state of the banking sector steeped in default loans poses the biggest danger to sustenance

of Bangladesh’s tremendous growth momentum, said the International Monetary Fund. Bangladesh logged in 8.15

per cent GDP growth last fiscal year -- after three consecutive years of more than 7 per cent expansion -- and is on

track to surpassing the number this year. “The recent strong economic growth can continue only with a sound

financial system that effectively allocates savings to more productive uses,” said the Washington-based

multilateral lender in a report after its specialist team visited Bangladesh last month. As per latest central bank

data, which is of September last year, default loans in the banking sector stood at Tk Tk 116,288 crore, which is an

all-time high. Eight state-run banks accounted for more than 50 percent of the default loans: Tk 59,622 crore. High

and increasing default loans and weak governance in the banking sector, especially in state-owned banks, remain

major policy challenges, said the report, which was handed in to the finance ministry and the Bangladesh Bank. To

address them, the main priorities are a strict enforcement of existing legal and regulatory requirements, an

increase banking sector capital and a reform of the state-owned banks, with a clear separation of commercial and

development functions. 
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https://www.thedailystar.net/business/bangladesh-banking-sector-economy-steeped-default-loans-poses-

1857856

Integrated customs valuation, taxation policy on cards

The National Board of Revenue has decided to frame an integrated policy for customs valuation and taxation of

imported reconditioned cars to ease complexities in valuation process and bring discipline to the sector. The

decision came in line with the recommendations made by field-level customs offices of the revenue board and the

Bangladesh Reconditioned Vehicles Importers and Dealers Association. Officials said that customs wing of the NBR

in a recent meeting with the BARVIDA and customs houses decided to review the existing customs valuation

system and related issues as part of formulation of the policy. They said that the existing valuation system created

problems both for customs officials and used vehicle importers in product valuation for imposing customs duties

and other taxes. At the meeting held on November 20 last year with customs policy member Syed Golam Kibria in

the chair, BARVIDA leaders said that the method of determination of prices of reconditioned cars for customs

valuation purpose was a major problem in the sector. The revenue board now determines the customs value of a

reconditioned car after deducting depreciation up to 35 per cent from the new car price mentioned in the Yellow

Book of Japan Auto Appraisal Institute of the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry of the country. The revenue

board does not consider the market price of the old car, mentioned in the Yellow Book which is also known as

used car price guide book, they said.

https://www.newagebd.net/article/97391/integrated-customs-valuation-taxation-policy-on-cards
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https://www.newagebd.net/article/97388/bb-proposes-tk-10000cr-fund-for-stocks

Prospectus of Ekush First Unit Fund approved

The securities regulator has approved the bourses' proposals of appointing their managing directors. The

approvals came on Wednesday at a meeting held at the office of the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange

Commission (BSEC). As per the BSEC approval, Kazi Sanaul Hoq will join the Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE), while

Mamun-Ur-Rashid will join the Chittagong Stock Exchange (CSE). Meanwhile, at Wednesday's meeting, the

securities regulator approved the draft prospectus of Ekush First Unit Fund. The initial size of the open-end mutual

fund will be Tk 100 million, of which Tk 10 million will be contributed by its sponsor Ekush Wealth Management,

also the asset manager of the fund. The remaining Tk 90 million will be collected from general investors through

sales of units. The offer price of the fund's units will be Tk 10 each. Kazi Sanaul Hoq was the managing director at

Karmasangsthan Bank. The BSEC has also appointed seven independent directors of the newly introduced Central

Counterparty Bangladesh Ltd. (CCBL).
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Outstanding loans of bank directors stand at Tk1.71t: Minister

The outstanding loans of bank directors now stand at over Tk 1.716 trillion at the end of September 2019, which is

11.21 per cent of the total loans disbursed by all banks. They have taken loans from 55 banks other than their own

ones, according to statistics placed by Finance Minister AHM Mustafa Kamal in the parliament replying to a starred

question from Awami League MP Ahasanul Islam Titu. Besides, directors of 25 banks have taken loans from their

own banks and the total amount of their outstanding loan was Tk 16.15 billion as of September 30 last, he said.

Two of the country’s 57 scheduled banks -- Rajshahi Krishi Unnayan Bank and ICB Islami Bank -- did not give any

loan to either their own directors or other bank directors, as per the data placed by the minister. As of September

30, 2019, the total amount of loans disbursed by the 57 banks was Tk 969.68 billion, as per a UNB report. In reply

to a written question from the same MP, Mustafa Kamal placed a list of 8,238 companies that defaulted on loans

taken from banks and financial institutions.

https://www.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/national/outstanding-loans-of-bank-directors-stand-at-tk171t-

minister-1579707987

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock-corporate/prospectus-of-ekush-first-unit-fund-

approved-1579713691

BB proposes Tk 10,000cr fund for stocks

The Bangladesh Bank has submitted to the finance ministry a set of proposals, including formation of a Tk 10,000-

crore refinancing fund in line with some stockbrokers’ demand to stabilise the ailing capital market. As per the BB

proposal, the fund would be managed by the central bank directly and the banks, merchant banks and brokerage

houses would get fund from the BB at the interest rates between 3 per cent and 5 per cent. In October last year,

the stockbrokers, especially the banks’ subsidiary brokerage houses, submitted a proposal to the finance ministry,

seeking Tk 10,000 crore in fund at 3 per cent interest rate, to be injected into the capital market. The cry for the

fund has strengthened in recent days amid prolonged downward trend on the country’s capital market, which

drew attention of the government’s high-ups. The central bank made the recommendations to revive the market

following the direct intervention of the government. The central bank would issue circular in this regard once the

proposal to form the refinance fund is approved.
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Merchant banks will enjoy two more years of exemption from provisioning against portfolio losses, said the

securities regulator. A press release by the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC) said on

Wednesday that based on an application of Bangladesh Merchant Bankers Association, the commission extended

the exemption period for another two years. Due to stock market fall, like all other market intermediaries, the

merchant banks are also suffering a huge loss both on their own and clients' investment portfolios. There is an

obligation for the regulated institutional investors to set aside a certain portion of their profit, proportionate to the 

losses in investment portfolio that increase the firms' resilience. But most of the intermediaries have been seeking

for exemptions to keep their current profit and loss accounts stronger and the regulator is allowing them

considering the extreme market adversity.

Insurers flouting share market listing directive 

Not a single insurance company has turned up to be listed on the bourses since the September 2019 directives

given by the finance minister and the insurance regulator. Now, the Insurance Development and Regulatory

Authority (IDRA) says it will sit with the companies on January 29. The meeting will discuss how much time the 18

insurance companies would take for submitting the listing application. The finance minister in last September

warned that tough action would be taken against an insurance company if it failed to be listed on the bourses by

three months. After the warning, the IDRA asked the non-listed insurers to be listed by December 2019. Md

Shafiqur Rahman Patwary, chairman of the regulatory authority, said they sent letters to the executives of the

companies with a similar directive on September 16 last year. But no insurance company has applied to the

Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission to be listed since then, said commission sources.  
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Merchant banks to enjoy provision exemption for two more years 

https://tbsnews.net/economy/merchant-banks-enjoy-provision-exemption-two-more-years-38479

https://tbsnews.net/economy/stock/insurers-flouting-share-market-listing-directive-38485

Govt to set up 16 power plants having 19,100MW capacity 

In a major boost to power sector, thegovernment has undertaken a scheme for setting up 16 power plants

having19,100 megawatt (MW) electricity generation capacity in the country. “Plan is underway to install 16 power

plants having 19,100 MW generation capacity …Construction of the plants will start in phases,” State Minister for

Power, Energy and Mineral Resources Nasrul Hamid told BSS here on Wednesday. Currently, the country’s power

generation capacity reaches 22,787 MW while private sector installed power plants having 8,730MW electricity

generation capacity, he said, adding, “We are working for sustainable and uninterrupted power supply with

affordable price.” Nasrul said since assuming to power in 2009, the Awami League led government has

constructed 124 new power plants having capacity of 14,986 MW after taking time-befitting, realistic and

sustainable steps. “Currently about 95 percent people of the country were brought under power coverage. And

this has been possible due to bold and dynamic leadership of Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina,” Nasrul said.

http://www.theindependentbd.com/post/233412
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Local edible oil exporters in a tight spot

India has imposed restrictions on edible oil import in its market, which has started taking toll on Bangladesh's

exports to the neighbouring country, officials say. While the control is not country-specific, it goes against the

spirit of the South Asian Free Trade Area, or Safta, accord, with the effect falling on Bangladesh, the exporters said. 

Officials said the Directorate General of Foreign Trade, DGFT, of India on January 8 published a notification

amending its import policy, which shifted products like refined bleached deodorised palm oil and palmolein from

"free" category to the "restricted" one. Due to the amendment, they said, every consignment of the edible oil has

to enter the country obtaining prior approval from the DGFT, which is largely time-consuming and a discouraging.

Bangladeshi manufacturers mainly export edible oil to the north-eastern states of India. Exporters said no part of

the Bangladesh border with Indian north-eastern state is in DGFT's land port list for applying the import permit.

Thus, Indian buyers cannot obtain import permission through the north-eastern land ports. SG Oil Refiners Ltd, a

100 per cent export-oriented refinery based in the Mongla Export Processing Zones, in a recent letter to the

ministry of commerce, said its export is seriously hampered due to the restrictions imposed by India.

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade-market/local-edible-oil-exporters-in-a-tight-spot-1579714545

তিিাসের ভতিষ্যৎ িযিো পতরকল্পনা কী

দেশের স্থলভাগ ক িংবা সমুদ্রসীমায় গত পাাঁচ বছশর নতুন  শর দ াশনা গযাসশেশের সন্ধান পাওয়া যায়কন। সর াশরর 

তথ্য বলশছ, বততমাশন দয পকরমাণ গযাশসর মজেু আশছ, তা কেশয় সশব তাচ্চ ১১ বছর চলশত পাশর। গযাশসর মজেু ফুকরশয় 

দগশল পকরবকততত পকরকস্থকত দমা াশবলায় দ াশনা ধরশনর ভকবষ্যৎ বযবসা পকর ল্পনাই দনই রাষ্ট্রায়ত্ত গযাস কবতরণ দ া

ম্পাকন কততাস গযাস ট্রান্সকমেন অ্যান্ড কিকিকবউেন দ াম্পাকন কলকমশেশির। ফশল গযাস না দপশল কততাশসর ভকবষ্যৎ 

 ী হশব, তা কনশয় প্রশ্ন দেখা কেশয়শছ এখনই।শেয়ারবাজাশর তাকল াভুক্ত জ্বালাকন ও কবেুযৎ খাশতর দ াম্পাকনগুশলার ম

দধয রাজস্ব আশয়র কে  দথ্শ  সবশচশয় বড় দ াম্পাকন কততাস। শুধ ুতাই নয়, দপশট্রাবািংলার অ্ধীন দেশের ছয়টে গযাস 

কবতরণ দ াম্পাকনর মশধযও সবশচশয় বড় প্রকতষ্ঠান কততাস। দেশের কবতরণ ৃত দমাে গযাশসর ৫৬ েেকম  ১৭ েতািংেই

 কবতরণ হয় কততাশসর মাধযশম।কততাশসর গত পাাঁচ বছশরর গযাস দ নার পকরসিংখযান পয তাশলাচনায় দেখা যায়, এ সমশয়

 দ াম্পাকনটের গযাসপ্রাকির পকরমাণ দবশড়শছ সামানযই। ২০১৪/১৫ অ্থ্ তবছশর কততাশসর গযাস দ নার পকরমাণ কছল ১

৬ হাজার ৪৯ কমকলয়ন ঘনকমোর। ২০১৫/১৬ অ্থ্ তবছশর তা ক ছুো দবশড় ১৭ হাজার ৪৪ কমকলয়ন ঘনকমোশর ো াঁড়ায়। কব

তরণ দ াম্পাকনটের গযাস দ নার পকরমাণ ক ছুো দবশড় ২০১৬/১৭ অ্থ্ তবছশর কছল ১৭ হাজার ২৩৬ কমকলয়ন ঘনকমোর

। ২০১৭/১৮ অ্থ্ তবছশর কততাশসর গযাস দ নার পকরমাণ ক ছুো  শম ১৭ হাজার ১৫৪ কমকলয়ন ঘনকমোশর ো াঁড়ায়। আর

 সব তশেষ্ ২০১৮/১৯ অ্থ্ তবছশর দ াম্পাকনটের গযাস দ নার পকরমাণ কছল ১৭ হাজার ৫৭২ কমকলয়ন ঘনকমোর।
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Govt needs to play the long game in telcos’ audit dispute

When you want someone to put money in your project, what do you do? Well, you will try to highlight all the good

things about your project and show the potential investors how their money will get the best return if they were

to invest in your venture. Unfortunately, the investment decision is not that straightforward; it has to cross a few

more loops. The potential investors would like to review your past record in handling investors. When a country

tries to invite potential foreign investors to invest in the country, the same process applies at a national level.

Simply put, a country’s past record in dealing with foreign investors who have already been operating out of the

country influence potential foreign investors. When you consider that the foreign investors have plenty of options

when it comes to investing their money, all the competing countries are trying to spruce up their image as a safe

haven for foreign investment in every which way they can.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/govt-needs-play-the-long-game-telcos-audit-dispute-1857820

Bangladesh to export bandwidth to Nepal

Bangladesh Submarine Cable Company (BSCCL) is looking for new markets to export its huge unused bandwidth

and the new destination is Nepal, said officials of the state-owned listed firm. The lone submarine cable company

of Bangladesh is now in talks with Nepal Telecom to export about 100 gigabits per second (Gbps) of bandwidth. A

memorandum of understanding will be signed within a short time, Mashiur Rahman, managing director of the

BSCCL, told The Daily Star recently. “Discussions have been ongoing for a long time and now we are ready to ink

the deal,” said Rahman. As Bangladesh has access to the landlocked Himalayan nation only via India, BSCCL and

Nepal Telecom have approached an Indian company, which has expressed willingness to establish the connection,

he said. “So, before finalising the deal we will also have to sign a tripartite agreement.” BSCCL is currently

exporting 10 Gbps of bandwidth to India’s northeastern state of Tripura though their state-run telecom company

BSNL.

Thursday, January 23, 2020

Pertamina to invest $0.5 billion in Bangladesh's lubricant market 

Pertamina, an Indonesian state-owned oil, gas and petrochemical company, is going to invest half a billion dollars

in the lubricant market of Bangladesh. The company announced the investment on Wednesday at a programme

organised to celebrate the start of its journey in Bangladesh. Nasrul Hamid, state minister for power, energy and

mineral resources, was present as the chief guest at the programme. He said Pertamina has entered the

Bangladeshi market at the right time. At present, Pertamina has operation in 20 countries and its annual turnover

is about $43 billion. "Business groups that are offering oil-based services will now be able to provide good service.

The lubricant oil market will be competitive with the arrival of Pertamina," Nasrul said. Speaking as the chief guest

at the programme, the Indonesian ambassador to Bangladesh, Rina P Soemarno, said, "Bangladesh is a country

that has potential. Pertamina's journey will contribute to the development of Bangladesh."

https://tbsnews.net/economy/pertamina-invest-05-billion-bangladeshs-lubricant-market-38517

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/bangladesh-export-bandwidth-nepal-1857835
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Disclaimer

Unless otherwise stated, all information contained in this document (the
“Publication”) shall not be reproduced, in whole or in part, without the prior &

specific written permission/consent of Shanta Securities Limited.

Shanta Securities Limited makes its best effort to ensure that the content in the
Publication is accurate and up to date at all times. Shanta Securities Limited
makes no warranty, representation or undertaking whether expressed or implied,
nor does it assume any legal liability, whether direct or indirect, or responsibility
for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information that contain in
the Publication. It is not the intention of the publication to be used or deemed as
recommendation, option or advice for any action(s) that may take place in future.

Currency Buying Selling

USD 84.9 84.9

EUR 94.1 94.1

GBP 110.8 110.8

AUD 58.1 58.1

JPY 0.77 0.77

CAD 65.0 65.0

SEK 8.91 8.91

SGD 62.9 62.9

CNH 12.3 12.3

INR 1.19 1.19

Source: Bangladesh Bank

Exchange Rates Lending Vol.

Highest Lowest Weighted avg. (BDT Crore)

21-Jan-20 5.5 4.00 5.05 3,006

20-Jan-20 5.5 3.60 5.04 3,326

19-Jan-20 5.5 3.25 4.93 3,823

16-Jan-20 5.5 3.25 4.91 4,570

15-Jan-20 5.5 3.25 4.98 5,746

14-Jan-20 5.5 3.25 4.99 7,354

13-Jan-20 5.5 3.25 4.99 7,071

Source: Bangladesh Bank
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